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Abstract. The NASA Nebraska High Altitude Ballooning Program was one of 55 
teams across the nation to fly weather balloons within the August 21st Total Solar 
Eclipse and stream live video to the internet. On this day, the Nebraska team launched 
three high altitude balloons to take scientific measurements and take photos and video 
ofthe Moon's shadow falling on the Earth. These balloons included the NASA common 
video streaming payload as well as experiments from students at Metropolitan Commu-
nity College and from faculty and students at Omaha Public Schools. The launches took 
place at the "Gem Over the Prairie" event at the Stuhr Museum of the Prairie Pioneer 
in Grand Island, and had an audience of approximately 6000. 
1. High Altitude Ballooning 
The science of high altitude ballooning (HAB) combines the fields of atmospheric sci-
ence, engineering, and space science. It involves using a weather balloon to take exper-
imental payloads to the stratosphere, an area that is colloquially titled "near space." The 
conditions at the highest altitudes of a standard weather balloon are different than those 
at the surface of the Earth. The balloons ascend to a point above 99% of the Earth's at-
mosphere so the pressure is a near-vacuum, the temperatures can drop to approximately 
-50 degrees Celsius, there is increased cosmic radiation, and the view is high enough to 
see the atmospheric limb of the Earth and the darkness of space above. 
The Nebraska High Altitude Ballooning Program has launched and successfully 
recovered 70 HAB missions since 2010. Experiments have been developed by a variety 
of participants including middle school, high school, community college, university, 
and graduate students, K -12 science teachers, general public, and industrial groups. A 
typical flight takes about an hour and a half to ascend to 25,000-30,000 m (or 80,000-
100,000 ft.) and roughly half an hour to fall to the ground. Right after the burst of the 
balloon, there is a period of "post-burst chaos" where there is very little atmosphere to 
prevent the payloads from violently tumbling until the air becomes thick enough for the 
parachute to fill and slow the descent. 
The Great American eclipse of 2017 presented the perfect opportunity to enlist 
high altitude balloons for photos, video, and remote sensing data of the atmosphere 
during this rare and exciting event. Angela Des Jardins from Montana State University 
(MSU) organized a project enlisting experienced as well as new to ballooning teams 
to join a nationwide experiment funded by the NASA Science Mission Directorate and 
many state NASA Space Grants during totality. In the end, 55 teams participated and 
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flew balloons along the path of totality during the eclipse from Oregon to North Car-
olina 
2. Preparing for the Eclipse 
Both authors had been awaiting this eclipse for decades, since we saw the paths of 
totality of upcoming eclipses in our astronomy textbooks in school and realized that 
our home state of Nebraska would be in the path in 2017. It seemed like an amazing 
occurrence, but it also seemed so very far in the future. 
Seven years prior to the eclipse, we determined that a good place to view the 
eclipse and have a general public event would be at the Stuhr Museum of Prairie Pioneer 
in Grand Island, Nebraska. It was near the centerline of the path of totality, it is near 
I-80, the major interstate which would facilitate easy travel, and it also gave us a clear 
landmark and plenty of space around the museum with clear, open skies. 
Three years prior to the eclipse, we started having phone conferences in earnest 
with representatives from the museum, NASA Nebraska Space Grant for funding, the 
Grand Island Visitor's Bureau, and other important stakeholders. At that point, we had 
no idea how many people would attend, but we knew that it had the potential to be an 
overwhelming number of guests. We discussed issues such parking, restroom access, 
traffic control, access to food and water, telescopes and demonstrations, eclipse viewing 
methods, and a high altitude balloon flight. 
Two years prior to the eclipse, as an experienced ballooning team, we were asked 
to join the NASA Eclipse Ballooning project. The main goal of this project was to 
transmit video from the balloons while in the air to the ground and upload to a website 
for the general public to view. 
One year prior to the eclipse, a large workshop for the teams was held at Bozeman, 
Montana on the MSU campus. It was an intensive five days that included building a 
tracking system, a streaming video payload, a still camera system for transmission of 
images during flight, and a cut-down system. During the year leading up to the eclipse 
we performed countless hours of software testing and updates, numerous bench tests of 
the hardware, a tethered flight to check the transmission capabilities of the system, and 
a full flight as a dry run exactly one month before the eclipse. 
3. The Balloon Launches 
The day before the eclipse, we prepared the launch area, set up a perimeter fence, set 
up canopies, checked our helium cylinders, and tested the internet connection from a 
dedicated portable cell tower donated by Viaero, a local cellular service. This last item 
was key in having fast upload speeds from the streaming video from the balloon to the 
internet. We determined early that the regular cell towers would likely be overloaded 
from the number of people in the path of the eclipse trying to use their mobile devices. 
After a team meeting at the hotel, we tried to get some sleep before the big event. 
The morning of the eclipse, we arrived at the venue at 7 am via a private entrance 
to avoid the traffic waiting for the main gate to open an hour later. By the time the 
main gate opened, there was a line of cars approximately a mile long. Cars were parked 
in a grassy field near the museum and guests walked to the observing field. Bus and 
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handicapped parking was in a parking lot near the museum. The weather was mild and 
sunny and the enthusiasm of the crowd was palpable. 
Figure 1. Balloon Launch 
To avoid being disturbed as we were setting up and running our equipment, we 
had an area sectioned off with string and had a table specifically for communicating 
with the general public about what we were doing. NASA Nebraska Space Grant staff 
and expert science teachers were our public relations liaisons. They explained what 
high altitude ballooning was, how NASA was supporting the project, answered science 
questions about the eclipse, and gave interviews for newspaper and TV reporters. This 
was incredibly helpful for for the ballooning teams so they could focus on their work. 
Approximately one hour prior to totality, we launched the NASA balloon with 
the streaming video payload. Ten minutes after that, we launched the Metropolitan 
Community College (MCC) student experiment balloon. Ten minutes after that, the 
balloon from Omaha Public Schools (OPS) was launched by their teachers and students. 
Two of the recovery teams left at that point to retrieve the payloads. Once the balloons 
were in the air, other than tracking the video from the streaming balloon, we had nothing 
to do but wait for totality. 
The experience of totality was even more amazing than our expectations. This was 
a strong emotional experience for many in the crowd. After totality, we cleaned up the 
equipment and waited for the crowd to leave. A Nebraska-shaped piece of cardboard 
with a pinhole was enlisted to make a spectacular singular photo of the partial eclipse 
projected onto the tracking dish. 
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Figure 2. Computer streaming video 
4. Results 
Our eclipse balloon project was successful by a number of measures. All three balloons 
were in the air during totality. All balloons and corresponding equipment were recov-
ered. We were able to transmit video from the balloon in the air to the base station and 
upload to the streaming server online. Several cameras were able to record spectacu-
lar images of the shadow of the moon on the clouds from above. The sensors on the 
balloon showed a temperature drop of 8 degrees F during the few minutes of totality at 
51,000 ft. 
One unexpected result was a sharp drop in ascent rate of our second (MCC ex-
periment) balloon about 10 minutes prior to totality. Our ascent rate was a relatively 
constant 1200 ft./min. and it dropped to an average 500 ft./min. The third (OPS) bal-
loon experienced no such drop in ascent rate even though it was launched from the same 
place 10 minutes later. This suggests that the cause of the strong reduction in ascent 
rate was caused by something that was localized or transient. Additional study of the 
ascent graphs from other ballooning teams will be done to try and determine the cause 
of this effect. 
One MCC student developed a camera heading platform using the magnetic field 
of the Earth to point in one particular direction for the entirety of the flight. The mech-
anism worked, but the video was not optimum at totality because the dome covering it 
iced over. Another MCC student participated in a nationwide astrobiology experiment 
from NASA Ames that involved flying extremophile bacteria on one of the balloons. 
These samples were retrieved and returned to the project leaders for laboratory testing. 
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Figure 3. Pinhole Nebraska photo 
Figure 4. Totality Incoming 
To read more details about our experiments and the eclipse ballooning flights, visit our 
blog at http://nearspacescience . com/. 
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Figure 5. Totality from Altitude 
The technology needed to successfully stream video from balloons in flight across 
the country live to the internet during a total solar eclipse did not exist when this project 
was conceived. It took thousands of hours of diligent work from hundreds of people to 
develop the infrastructure, equipment, software, and communications for such a mas-
sive endeavor. Considering the advanced in technology over the last few years, surely 
there will be even more advances in the next few years in the field of high altitude bal-
looning. Even so, overcoming the challenges in preparing for this event will surely aid 
all of the ballooning teams in preparation for the next total solar eclipse in 2024. 
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